SPANISH PRIMARY APP LIST
APP

PRICE

Play2Learn SpanishHD

£1.49 then
69p per
extension
pack

Kids Spanish HD

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

vocabulary

Vocabulary games - 16 topics free then can buy
extension packs with different vocabulary. Features
Castillian and South American pronunciation

vocabulary

very simple click and say app NB no article ie ‘manzana’
not ‘la manzana’

My World Spanish for iPad

£1.49

vocabulary

very simple audio vocabulary NB no articles. Can switch
between English and Spanish

ABC Mágico / ABC Mágico 2

free

alphabet / phonics

the Spanish alphabet with accompanying pictures. App
speaks the letter sound / phoneme rather than letter
name. NB Seseo

ABC Mágico Reading

free

phonics/spellling

Spelling and phonics work. App allows you to limit the
length of the word and decide if you want to work on
blending sounds or separating them.

Canciones Mágicas

free

songs and rhymes

some cute songs!

FeedMe (Spanish)

£1.99

vocabulary learning

Mexican Spanish. Feed the monster the correct answer.

Mindsnacks (Spanish)

free /£2.99

vocabulary learning

6 games/lessons free then £2.99 for all 50 lessons

Flashcards for iPad HD

£2.49 then
£1.49 in app
language
packs

vocabulary

word flashcards with audio in built. Also allows individual
letters to be voied. And you can record your own audio if
you don’t like the audio they’ve recorded.!
http://www.inkids.com.au/childrens-flashcards-app/
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SPANISH PRIMARY APP LIST
APP

PRICE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

iSabi Spanish

free app but
must pay
£2.49 to
unlock all
features

free app but must pay
£2.49 to unlock all
features

Focus on pronunciation. You can make notes on the
words for future reference, and also record and play
yourself pronouncing items. Some grammar eg verb
conjugations included although in the future tense..?

Spanish Adventures for Kids

£2.49

vocabulary

Max and Lucy go to the zoo, into town etc and learners
discover new words with them - attractive scenes

Speech with Milo - Verbos !
Speech with Milo preposiciones

£1.99

grammar/vocabulary

Milo the mouse acts out verbs and prepositions then
tests you. Vocabulary can be eliminated so you can focus
on eg AR verbs

Touch and learn languages

free

vocabulary

games and activities in English Spanish and Mandarin to
learn vocabulary

Toddler voice cards

£1.49

vocabulary

flashcards in Eng/Sp with audio (South American) - you
can record your own voice though which is helpful

I want to be a pirate HD

£1.99

book

talking book that can be switched between Spanish and
English. Great for Pirates topic!

Mostroso Lite

free

book

funny Flanimals style book about funny monsters. read to
me and read alone options.

Arroz con leche Lite

free

rhymes/songs

classic rhymes and songs - sing to me or sing myself
options!

Trabalenguas

69p

tongue twisters

app with lots of tongue twisters - sadly no audio

Zap Phonics en español

free

phonics/spellling

help Zap tidy up the sounds - fun!
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SPANISH PRIMARY APP LIST
APP

PRICE

First Spanish words with
Phonics - learning animals

£1.49

CATEGORY
phonics/spellling

DESCRIPTION
you can switch between seseo and distinción in this app,
and also between letter name and phoneme. Shame it’s
only animals!

!
!
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